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Philips L-Line 7000 series brings 1200-nit brightness, seamless linking, low cost of ownership and fire safety, for to indoor LEDs.

PPDS Launches Philips 7000 Series Higher Brightness LED Range
Earlier this year, industrial strength smartphone case maker OtterBox expanded its solutions to include cases, mounts and shells ...

OtterBox unveils Power Swap Controller Batteries for mobile gaming
Matt Hancock says he 'doesn't think' he is hopeless following Dominic Cummings's bombshell - watch Commons live ...

Politics latest news: Matt Hancock says he 'doesn't think' he is hopeless following Dominic Cummings's bombshell - watch Commons live
Anyone who purchases a new 2022 Audi e-tron GT or RS e-tron GT in the U.S. will receive three years of free charging. Audi has confirmed that customers
will receive three years of complimentary DC ...

Audi E-Tron GT Buyers Get Three Years Of Free Fast Charging
Panasonic Marketing Middle East and Africa (PMMAF) has announced the launch of its versatile PT-MZ880 Series LCD Laser Projectors in the region. Ideal
for the corporate, education and museum market, ...

Panasonic launches its latest PT-MZ880 laser projector series in the region
The U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's gallium nitride (GaN) wafers, also called large-area engineered substrates, can enable GaN to ...

GaN Wide Bandgap Semiconductor Enabling 1200V and Beyond Power Switches, Now Commercially Available for 200 MM Large Scale Manufacturing
Key Foundry, the only pure-play foundry in Korea, announced today that it now offers ABOV Semiconductor (ABOV) its Gen2 flash memory embedded 0.13
micron BCD (Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS) process suitable for ...

Key Foundry Offers ABOV Semiconductor Gen2 Flash Memory Embedded 0.13 micron BCD Process Suitable for Automotive Power Semiconductor
As part of its Learning Series Webinars, ASCO Power Technologies announces the second of a two-part webinar about paralleling switchgear designs and a
...

ASCO Power Technologies Announces Second Paralleling Switchgear Webinar
PLEXTOR, a leading provider of high-performance storage solutions, announces the launch of the M10P series PCIe Gen4 solid state drives (SSD).
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Plextor Unveils M10P Series PCIe Gen4 Solid State Drives
Not long ago, the prevailing philosophy among chip designers for aviation systems could be summed up as, “I feel the need — the need for speed.” Today,
aviation’s top guns have pulled back on the ...

Power, Performance — Avionics Designers Want It All
Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and a leading provider of RF, microwave and millimeter wave products, has just launched a new series of highpower RF and microwave PIN diode coaxial packaged ...

Pasternack Unveils New High-Power RF and Microwave PIN Diode Coaxial Packaged Switches
The following is the unofficial transcript of a CNBC interview with McDonald’s CEO Chris Kempczinski from the CNBC Evolve Global Summit, which took
place today, Wednesday, June 16th. Video from the ...

CNBC Transcript: McDonald's CEO Chris Kempczinski Speaks with Carl Quintanilla from the CNBC Evolve Global Summit
The Pepperl+Fuchs brand ECOM Instruments continues its successful 8-inch Tab-Ex® series with the intrinsically safe Tab-Ex® 03 D2 tablet. The successor
to the Tab-Ex® 02 D2 is the third generation of ...

ECOM Presents Tab-Ex® 03 D2—The Third Generation of its 8-Inch Android Tablet Series
No longer a group of scrappy disruptors, fintechs are undergoing massive brand redesigns and hiring creative executives to help them level-up.

As fintechs come of age, they're upgrading brands and logos to move beyond their 'stick-it-to-the-man' roots
CNBCTV18.com announces a new series ‘#CustomerFirst’ in collaboration with Haptik. Get latest Business online at cnbctv18.com ...

CNBCTV18.com announces a new series ‘#CustomerFirst’ in collaboration with Haptik
The U.S. mortgage forbearance program has helped millions of homeowners who missed payments, but millions more could fall through the cracks.

Millions of homeowners remain vulnerable as forbearance winds down
Semtech Corporation (Nasdaq: SMTC), a leading supplier of high performance analog and mixed-signal semiconductors and advanced algorithms, announced
Aurora Multimedia Corp. (Aurora), a global provider ...

Aurora Multimedia Corp. Launches New AV-over-IP Solution with Semtech’s BlueRiver® Platform
DS Smith commits to science-based target by 2030, cutting CO2 emissions per ton of product by at least 40% The company is ahead of previous carbon
reduction targets, ...

DS Smith Announces Commitment to Science Based Target for 2030 and Net Zero Emissions By 2050
Luxor Technology Corporation, a Seattle, WA-based hashrate as a commodity company, closed a $5.0m Series A funding ...

Luxor Technology Raises $5.0M in Series A Funding
Simplified programming, supporting multiple communication protocols for industrial control systems. EINDHOVEN, Netherlands, May 27, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -Delta, a global leader in power ...
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